
The royal house of Oettingen-Wallerstein will soon be hosting 

the 2011 Polo Cup.

The top woman players from Germany, Austria and Switzerland as 

well as a number of top-class contestants from all over the world 

will make up around six teams, in which they and their mounts 

will pay tribute to this sport and compete fi ercely for the 2011 

Polo Cup. 

Drettmann Yachts will also be supporting this fascinating sports 

fi xture, where the truly royal setting and boundless sporting 

enthusiasm invariably attract interesting celebrities. The event is 

organised in cooperation with Rolls Royce and presented by ProCar 

Automobile.

The Girls Only Polo Cup will be held at Wallerstein Castle, Polo 

Club Wallerstein e. V., in Wallerstein, Germany, from 17 – 19 June 

2011. The tournament was initiated by Anna, Princess of Oettin-

gen-Wallerstein, in 2009. Since then, the Girls Only Polo Cup has 

taken place every year on the grounds of Wallerstein Castle, which 

has been the seat and headquarters of the Wallerstein dynasty 

since the 17th century and is still the family‘s private home. Polo 

publications refer to the Girls Only Polo Cup as a „milestone“ and 

„annual highlight“ – and by far the most exclusive event that 

ladies‘ polo has to offer in Germany. But also on a European scale, 

the Girls Only Polo Cup and its uniquely beautiful setting sets high 

standards and is unmatched anywhere else. 

Thanks to the great success and the positive response from 

everyone involved, the Girls Only Polo Cup will continue to be 

held in the coming years and will actually be expanded to feature 

several annual events. The aim is to promote this exclusive sport 

and raise awareness of the tournament in international circles. 

We, too, are greatly looking forward to attending the event and 

supporting the Girls Only Polo Cup.
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